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1. EQUIPMENT

1. EQUIPMENT

2. LOCAL AND GROUND RULES
3. FAIR/FOUL COVERAGE
4. CATCH/NO CATCH COVERAGE

INFIELD FLY

•Runners on first and second or first, second and third
•Less than 2 outs
•Fly ball can be caught with ordinary effort
•Assess level of play
•Call immediately when INFIELD FLY becomes apparent
•Fly ball untouched rolls in to FOUL territory before
crossing base=FOUL BALL
•Discuss signal

5. PLAY COVERAGE AT THIRD (First to Third, etc.)

4. CATCH/NO CATCH COVERAGE

6. TAGS AND TOUCHES

RUNNERS ANY
WHERE ELSE

7. CHECK SWING
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WHERE ELSE

7. CHECK SWING

8. RUNNER(S) LEAVING EARLY

10. BATTING OUT OF ORDER
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5. PLAY COVERAGE AT THIRD (First to Third, etc.)

6. TAGS AND TOUCHES

9. OBSTRUCTION/INTERFERENCE PLAYS
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Improper batter and his actions
are legal.
All baserunners advances are legal.

Baserunners advances due to
actions of improper batter are
nullified - other advances are legal.
All baserunners advances are legal.
The next batter is the one whose
Batting order continues with batter
name on the lineup follows that of following legalized improper batter.
the the proper batter who has been Never reorder the lineup.
called out. Never reorder the lineup.

Batter cannot advance beyond first on a single or error, second on
a double, third on triple-Umpire shall determine base value of hit ball
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unoccupied base nearest to the one that was left
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a double, third on triple-Umpire shall determine base value of hit ball
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